
Charging Cable    WC08

Integrated Connector design
Strong and Durable !
WC08 Cable’ s connector is totally strong, 
stable and durable by all in one design, also
it has been passed strict plug test. Quality
Guaranteed.

It won’ t be break under strong pull
out and tear
Nanoscale strengthening treatment and outer
high wearable material, combined with tough,
solid, durable in one.

WC08
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Support charging and
data transfer simultaneously.
2.4A fast charging is available
It supports data transfer and charging
simultaneously. While you watching videos
and photos, your smart phone or tablet is
still being charged. It allows you to enjoy
your life without interruption.

Compatible with every type of
Apple product. Perfect companion
for Apple fans
WC08 can be used for each Apple device
with Lightning port equipped, such as
iPhone, iPad, iPod.

Apple MFi certified. Unlike knock
offs, compatible with latest version
of iOS is ensured
Apple MFi certified. No matter which version
of iOS you upgraded to, WC08 will still be
working and smooth as ever. You won’ t have
to use useless cheap knock off cables anymore.

Premium grade copper wire for an
even better charging performance
The inside of the cable is made of high density
and conductivity copper wire material to
decrease electrical impedance and reduce the
power consumption caused by transferring
through wires. Now you can have a faster and
smoother charging experience.
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Specification

Model
Interface
Dimensions
Warranty

Compatible
Apple Device

WC08
Lightning x 1，USB x 1
100 cm
1 Year
iPhone : iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone SE, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus,
               iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5
iPad : iPad Pro, iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad mini 4, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 2, iPad mini
iPod : iPod Nano（7 th Generation）, iPod Touch（6 th Generation）, iPod Touch（5 th Generation）
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Ordering Information
Team P/N Color Description
TWC08B01

TWC08W01

TWC08L01

TWC08K01

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC08 BLACK RETAIL

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC08 WHITE RETAIL

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC08 BLUE RETAIL

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC08 PINK RETAIL

BLACK

WHITE

BLUE

PINK

Launch in multiple colors
Get ready for a colorful
WC08 will be launched in Black, White, Blue,
and Pink, a total of 4 eye catching colors.
Color matching with your mobile devices and
be the focus of everyone’ s attention.

Feature
Robust and scratch resistant Lightning connectors. Best
combination of strength and elegance
Strength reinforced connector head. Best Combination of
Reliability and Durability
Quality and functionality assured by Apple MFi certification


